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Reg. No. :

Name:

!V Semester M.S.W. Degree (Heg./Sup.) Examination, June zA14
Optional - | (Ol) : MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK (MPSW)

OI-MPSW * III : Social Work in Medical and Psychiatric Settings

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 8o

PART _ I

Answer any six of the following. Alt questions carry equalmarks;

Answer to a question should not exceed 100 words :

Write a notes on :

1, Hehabilitation

2. Medical social work

3. Breaking bad news

4. Socialdiagnosis

5. Deaddiction

6. NMHP

7. NRHM

8. Palliative care

9. Patient services in a hospital. (6x3=18)

PART_ II

Answer any f ive questions.

Allquestions carry equal marks.

Answer to a question should notexceed 200 words :

10. Describe the concept of patient as a person and describe the implications

of hospitalisation on a patient and family.

11. Define the concept of paliiative care and describe the role of a social worker

in a palliative care programme.
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12. Define rehabilitation and describe how socialwork methods can be used in

psYchiatric rehabilitation'

10. Write a note on the services of CGC and describe the rote ol a social worker in

14. Describe the concept of prevention and levels of prevention in health'

1s. Describe the role of a medical socialworker in a'teaching hospitalemphasising

on staff development, training and public retations.

16. Medical social work has borrowed a tot from medical sociology to strengthen its

practice" Discuss. (516=30)

PART * III

Answer anY two questions.

All questions carry equal rnarks.

Answer to a question should notexceed 1200 words :

17. What do understand by "psychiatric settings" ? Describe various psychiatric

settings where social work intervention is need and enlist the role of a social

worker in these settings.

18" *Medicat social work despite its long history in the west is stitl an emerging

profession in our State". Discuss the role of a medical socialworker in a general

hosPital setting'

1g. Describe the importance of muttidisciplinary team approach in the treatment of

illness and disabilities keeping in view the prevention and rehabilitation of patients.
(16x2=32)


